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(All prices in CZK, without shipping) 

Receivers:

 COMPACT3,5F 2490,-
DC receiver 3,5 MHz

 SUPERFOX3,5GX 4800,-
superheterodyne 3,5 MHz

 SUPERFOX 145E 5200,-
NEW! superheterodyne 144 MHz

 MONITOR MINI 990,-
HF/VHF monitor receiver for transmitter operators

 FINDER09 option 3000,-
NEW! the SUPERFOX3,5GX and SUPERFOX145 receivers can be optionally equipped with

electronic compass with memory and audio output to the headphones. 

Transmitters:

 MICROFOX HF 1400,-
miniature HF transmitter, adjustable code, frequency, keying speed and timing

 MICROFOX VHF 1400,-
miniature VHF transmitter, adjustable code, frequency, keying speed and timing, dipole antenna

 TRAINER 2007   5900,-
HF/VHF automatic PLL synthesized transmitter for training and national competitions, 1W output
Li-Ion accumulator,  adjustable code, keying speed, frequency  and timing

 CONTEST 2007   11800,-
HF/VHF automatic PLL/DDS transmitter for any level of competitions, 3W output,
Li-Ion accumulator,  built-in automatic antenna tuner, charger, RTC, adjustable code, keying speed, 
frequency,output power, timing and delayed operation, IP64 covering

Other equipment, accessories

 Miniature electronic starter MINISTART 3 1800,-
 GPS controlled starter clock 7790,-
 GPS controlled synchronizer/charger  for ARDF transmitters set 3900,-
 Charger N28 for all receivers   450,-
 Charger N80 for 7 receivers and/or TRAINER PLL transmitters 1500,-
 Charger SN12 for the set of TRAINER07 or CONTEST2007 transmtters 1500,-
 Sophisticated tester  T810 for receiver accumulators   270,-
 Headphones SL28 (rugged, lightweight, high sensitivity)   400,-
 Anti-theft cable locks for ARDF transmitters, unified keys   260,-/pc
 Antenna elements set for  C144/145/145E   200,-
 Antenna elements set for  SF145E   350,-
 Whip antenna for C3,5/SF3,5/C3,5F/SF3,5F/SF2002/SF3,5GX     15,-
 144 MHz transmitting turnstile antenna    490,-
 3,5 MHz wire antenna+counterpoise for TRAINER/CONTEST transmitters   120,-
 no accumulator option for any receiver, 9V battery holder  -170,-
 accumulator option for COMPACT3,5F +320,-
 built-in electronic compass option for SF3,5GX, SF145E            +3000,- 

Other information, orders:  
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